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Abstract

If there is only one place that I know well of, it would be my own body. A living site that has
endured all the changing inhabiting environment and all the unwanted judgment, manipulation,
even violence - my identity will collapse without its physical entity.
The conscious and unconscious focus on the body makes me highly alert and responsive to the
immediate surroundings, from the bathroom at home to an open street in the public. My knowledge
of spaces and their relationships is formed by the repetitive experience of them in everyday life.
As an active user of the Bayard Ewing Building for three years, I should have considered it one of
the most welcoming spaces in my daily routine. Yet, due to a personal episode that tremendously
increases mental stress for me, I often find myself not-prepared, not-confident, even, not-willing
to enter it. Personal trauma that entrenches and is entrenched by established social conventions
dehumanizes and objectifies the body. Subjects become objects. Spaces are not categorized or
prescribed by whoever designed them anymore. The body loses its initiative and is subordinate to
the instantly felt or the remembered emotions embedded in them.
My thesis is not about designing a piece of idealized architecture. My thesis is about articulating
a personal story in the afterlife of a designed space, a space that is so taken for granted that
expressing my vulnerability requires a significant amount of courage and commitment and a
system of metaphorical languages. My thesis consists of a series of time-based practices - writings
that depict the past and the present, makings that demand lengthy duration. These practices use
my own body as the medium and method addressing the site, both spatially and vocally. The in-situ
performance is a reclaim of the everyday. Its boldness or subtlety that seemingly deviates from
the ordinary defines and reflects what is the ordinary for the performer and the audience.
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Process
Tension in Softness
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Knitting and Unraveling
https://vimeo.com/714341477
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Cataloging Space
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Bayard Ewing Building - B
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Bayard Ewing Building - 1F
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Bayard Ewing Building - 2&3F
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Bayard Ewing Building - 4F
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Narrative

Growing up as the “baby doll” in my family and as a pretty girl in adolescence, I rarely felt that
my presence in a space was constrained. Of course, I have been told many times to not dress in
certain ways, to not go to certain places, but nothing prevalent and persistent in everyday life.
Separating myself from even the most familiar space, here, was never too hard for me, such as
looking at it from a bird-eye view in retrospection, looking at it as if it lands on a blank ground
plane. Each component of the building was quite neutral. Windows were transparent glasses.
Walls were white gypsums. Floors were wood from ancient times. Columns were massive steels.
Nothing was charged with particular feelings beyond its architectural function. Always moving
through it with a pace that would not think twice, I inhabited the space with such an attitude of
entitlement that the physical body was almost intangible and unreal. Traveling on the vertical axis,
I let my feet rest, let my arms drape. The mechanics bared my weight. Entrances and exits, they
were not within my range of inspection. I was confident that my physical and mental freedom was
independent of the construction of space.
Until, my mom started to request me to text her everyday, telling her I was safe, I realized
that my once privileged position in space could be easily jeopardized. Even trying to avoid a
single person, even with the possibility of tripping myself over in a normal day, could drastically
build up the tension between my body and a familiar space. I began to feel like confronting
everything, scanning and evaluating dimensions, proximities, egresses, as if I am a refugee rather
than an inhabitant. I become most aware of my physical existence when I am most excluded and
vulnerable in a space.
I have totally come up with a new routine that prescribed me the most peripheral spaces, the
loading ramp near the parking lot, the staircases in the back. I disappear. I can only be seen and
heard again as a new persona who embodies her fear, weakness, hesitation in every here and
now. The difficult ones, the easy ones, however strange, irrational, exaggerated the connection is,
she attaches herself to the space, in the most direct and visceral way. She becomes part of the
objectified, always being watched, or ignored, or approached. And seeing, hearing everyone
else is witnessing her past being able to continue in other bodies. I do not know if I become her, or
I complete in her, but I feel most honest and brave being her.
The sudden sink after each pause is the sign of encountering someone. The sink is abrupt, frightening,
and even ominous. Staring straight at people on the other side feels too much for me.
I can feel my sweat, but not so unpleasant. The mild weariness is the right kind of reward of lifting
and dropping my body, not in a rush or wondering about. A sunny afternoon, the windows are
attempting to be looked through. My mind flies like a bird.
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Documented Performance
https://vimeo.com/713849873
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Final Presentation
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